American Art after 1945
Instructor: Cyle Metzger (“Kyle” – he/him, they/them), PhD Candidate - Stanford University
Course Number: TBA – Schedule: Tuesday and Thursday, 10:00am-11:50am – Location: TBA
Course Proposal based on calendar for the Department of Art, San Francisco State University

Norman Lewis, Title Unknown (March on Washington) (detail) (1965)
Instructor Contact Information
Contact: cylemetzger@sfsu.edu or through the course website
Office Hours: Tuesdays and Thursdays, Noon-1:30pm – Location TBA
Office hours are times you can meet with your instructor to discuss the material being covered in class,
questions or concerns you might have, and other related issues. Feel free to come see me even if you
don’t have any questions—office hours can be fruitful opportunities to discuss your ideas and interests
and to get to know each other. You can drop-in or make an appointment. Conversations are one-on-one
and first come/first served, unless you make an appointment.
Course Content and Structure
Course Description
A survey of art made the United States after the end of World War II in 1945 and through the second half
of the long 20th century. This course is designed to chart ways in which art objects have not merely
reflected, but rather produced the modern and contemporary history of the United States. Topics will
follow a chronological trajectory, including but not limited to: roots of American art just before WWII;
racial and gendered nuances of Abstract Expressionism in the late 1940s and 1950s; tensions between
social and formal issues in black paintings in the 1950s and 1960s; queerness and subversion in midcentury assemblage; Pop art as social critique, issues of subjectivity in minimalism, and identity in the
Fluxus manifesto in the 1960s; the expanded category of sculpture in the 1960s and 1970s; the Black
Aesthetic and AFRICOBRA, Gay Liberation art, Asian American Movement’s Social Protest
Performance, the Chicanx Art Movement, and the Feminist Art Movement in the 1970s; postmodernism
and East Village gallery scene in the 1980s; AIDS activist art and the Culture Wars in the 1980s and
1990s; and art works that critique museums as institutions that shape dominant cultural narratives.
Because museums may be the primary sites wherein students will continue to engage with art after this
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course, we will close our work together by looking critically at and discussing a few museum exhibitions
dedicated to diversifying dominant narratives of American art.
Course Goals
1. Students will become skilled observers of a set of objects and images that constitute a visual and
material history of the United States from 1945 onward.
2. Students will understand that no image or object from this history (or any context) is ever neutral, but
rather images and objects are shaped by—and participate in shaping—their social, political, and
historical context.
3. Students will hone the research skills necessary to develop and defend their opinions about the social,
political, and historical significance a particular work of modern or contemporary American art.
Course Structure
Each class meeting will be organized around a selection of primary objects listed in the primary object
bank (described below), and review of secondary objects and related literature will supplement our
investigations of primary objects. We will engage with these objects through activities that involve
drawing, free-association, listing, and discussion (in pairs, small groups, and as a whole class) build skills
of close-looking, describing, memorization, and historical analysis. Timing of these activities will
punctuate lectures, breaking them up into multiple shorter segments. Outside of class, students will have
the opportunity to apply these skills to completing a final research paper that will be produced in stages
over the course of the term (see the assignment section below for details about each of these assignments).
Throughout the term, class time will also occasionally be devoted to instructional workshops and peerreview sessions to foster successful completion of these assignments and, ultimately, your final paper.
Primary Object Bank – “Memory Matrix”
Though this course will introduce a great number of art objects, you will only be quizzed on a core set of
objects. A list of these objects by title will be provided within the “Memory Matrix” document as well as
on the weekly course calendar below. The artist name, date, and medium have been left blank on this
document in order to give you the opportunity to recall/look up on class lecture slides and fill in this
central information outside of class.
Readings, Materials, and Resources
I am committed to ensuring that all of my courses are financially accessible to all students. Therefore, I
provide all readings in PDF format on the course website. Students are responsible for keeping track of
the course calendar below, which lists when they are to read these materials.
Additional Texts
These texts will (1) introduce students to topics that will be discussed in class (2) expose students to
important questions about art that will help students deepen their understanding of art from this time,
place, and cultural context and (3) serve as material for weekly discussions. Students will be required to
reference these texts in their final papers and recognize quotes from these texts will be included on the
final exam. I have assigned a significant amount of reading for each week. I have marked texts that I
would like students to read closely with an asterisk (*). If you find yourself intimidated by these readings,
please note that a guide for reading scholarly texts is available. I am also available to talk with you about
reading strategies during office hours or by appointment.
Course Website
All readings and other course material will be posted on iLearn. Announcements will also be made
through the iLearn site—you are responsible for checking the website and/or automatically generated
emails for these announcements. Outside of class assignments should be submitted via the iLearn
Assignments tab.
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Expectations and Resources
What you can expect from me
I am here to guide your learning and will challenge you to actively engage in the learning process through
class activities, assignments, and more. I will strive for an inclusive and collaborative classroom and
welcome any suggestions for improvement. I will do my best to give you the tools, feedback, and support
to succeed, so let me know if I can do anything more. Learning is a never-ending process, so I hope to
motivate students to seek out more information on topics we don’t have time to cover. I highly encourage
everyone to visit me in office hours or to set up a meeting, even if you don’t feel that you have questions.
I want to get to know you and support you in this learning experience!
Students can reach me through my college email address. I strive to respond to emails within 24 hours on
weekdays. If I have not responded to your weekday email within 48 hours, please feel free to send me a
reminder. I am not always available to reply to email over the weekend. If you have an urgent concern
that cannot wait until Monday, please make that clear in the subject heading of your email, and I will do
my best to respond. Email is ideally used for quick questions/clarifications. All other concerns—questions
about your progress, written work, your grade, class in general—should be addressed during office hours
or by appointment.
What I expect from you
Each member of this class has different ideas and perspectives that will enrich the experience for
everyone else, so I ask you to be respectful and thoughtful in your interactions. I will expect you to take
an active role in your learning by coming to class prepared and being ready to share your ideas and
collaborate with your classmates. To get the most out of the class, you should be prepared to share your
ideas, ask questions, listen actively and collaborate effectively during small group work. Never hesitate to
email me, stop by my office, or set up a meeting. This class should challenge you, but I believe everyone
has the ability to succeed with some effort.
E-mail Policy
Please check your college email address regularly for course updates between class meetings. I will
assume that you have read and responded to course and university communications in a timely manner
and thus promote course expectations accordingly and proceed as scheduled throughout the term.
Commitment of Time and Effort
This is a reading- and writing-intensive course. On a weekly basis, students attend face-to-face class
meetings, complete required and supplemental readings each week outside of class, and prepare
components of a substantive project that require additional reading, research, and writing.
This class is designed to help you develop an acute ability to read and analyze images and texts. It takes
time for the nuances of images to become apparent to us. In our busy lives, time is often scarce, and it can
be a challenge to sit still in front of an image and to wait for its depth to become clear to us. I urge you to
take on this challenge and trust that extended looking can offer information that is otherwise unknowable.
Studying history and theory also take time, but there are ways to streamline the experience without
sacrificing your learning. I have provided a guide for efficiently and effectively reading dense texts that
outlines a few useful strategies in the appendix to this syllabus.
Respect for Diversity
It is my intent that students from a range of backgrounds, perspectives, and situations be well served by
this course, that students’ learning needs be addressed both in and out of class, and that the diversity that
students bring to this class be viewed as a resource, strength, and benefit. It is my intent to present
materials and activities that are respectful of diversity, which may include but not limited to: gender,
sexuality, disability, age, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, race, religion, political affiliation, culture, and
so on. I acknowledge that there is likely to be a diversity of access to resources among students and plan
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to support all of you as best as I can. Please let me know ways to improve the effectiveness of the course
for you personally or for other students or student groups. In addition, if any of our class meetings
conflict with your religious events, please let me know so that we can make arrangements for you.
All people have the right to be addressed and referred to in accordance with their personal identity. In this
class, we will have the chance to indicate the name that we prefer to be called and, if we choose, to
identify pronouns with which we would like to be addressed. I will do my best to address and refer to all
students accordingly and support classmates in doing so as well. In our first or second meeting, we will
collectively craft a set of additional community agreements that will guide our discussions of what can be
difficult, sensitive, and/or personal material throughout the term.
Content Note
The objects in this course will conjure discussions of sexuality, violence, race, racism, hateful language,
and other potentially difficult topics. If you anticipate that this content will cause you acute distress,
please confer with me before enrolling. Please note that while I treat these subjects with care and may
signal that challenging material is to come, students may not be warned about all content of individual
readings or seminars, and we will not limit discussion as sensitivity of topic may vary from student to
student.
Psychological Support Services
You may experience a range of other challenges that can cause barriers to learning, such as strained
relationships, increased anxiety, alcohol/drug problems, feeling down, difficulty concentrating and/or lack
of motivation. These mental health concerns or stressful events may lead to diminished academic
performance or reduce your ability to participate in daily life. SFSU is committed to advancing the mental
health and well-being of its students. If you or someone you know is feeling overwhelmed, depressed,
and/or in need of support, services are available. You can learn more about the broad range of
confidential mental health services available on campus here: https://health.sfsu.edu/content/psychiatricservices
Learning Resources and Support Services
If you find the material in this course challenging – join the club! Besides seeing me during office hours, I
urge you to use the tutoring services available on campus through the Tutoring and Academic Support
Center (TASC): https://ueap.sfsu.edu/tutoring
Academic Accommodation
Students who need an academic accommodation based on the impact of a disability must register with the
Disability Programs and Resource Center. You may register using the following steps:
1. Complete and submit a DPRC registration form and provide disability documentation
2. Schedule an initial appointment with a Disability Specialist
3. Implement your accommodations and check-in with DPRC
Determination and setup of accommodations is greatly expedited when you turn in your DPRC
registration form and disability documentation before your initial appointment. However, you are
welcome to meet with a Disability Specialist at any point in the registration process whether or not you
have documentation available.
Please know that it could take 1-5 weeks to get started with DPRC. This is based on a number of potential
factors, including but not limited to: the nature of a student’s academic accommodation requests, the
availability of appropriate supporting documentation, and scheduling appointments during peak periods of
a semester. Once accommodations are established, they are applied proactively rather than retroactively,
so planning ahead is very important.
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Please provide me with documentation from the DPRC as early in the term as possible so I can make
necessary adjustments.
Administrative Information
For a schedule of important dates for Spring 2018 at SFSU, please see the registrar’s website:
https://registrar.sfsu.edu/spring-2018-dates
Last day to add or drop without incurring a “W” on your transcript
February 9, 2018
Audit Grading Option Deadline
February 9, 2018
Credit/No Credit Grading Option Deadline
March 20, 2018
Withdrawal from Classes/University for Serious and Compelling Reasons Deadline
April 23, 2018
Final Grades Available on SF State Gateway
June 3, 2018
University Policy on Plagiarism
Plagiarism is defined as the act of using the ideas or work of another person or persons as if they were
one's own without giving proper credit to the source. Such an act is not plagiarism if it is ascertained that
the ideas were arrived through independent reasoning or logic or where the thought or idea is common
knowledge. Acknowledgement of an original author or source must be made through appropriate
references; i.e., quotation marks, footnotes, or commentary. Please visit the SFSU Office of Student
Conduct for detailed guidance on how to avoid plagiarizing the work of others as you develop your
research papers for this course https://conduct.sfsu.edu/plagiarism.
Grading Information
Here is a breakdown of San Francisco State’s grading system with grade definitions (see
https://www.sfsu.edu/~bulletin/previous_bulletins/1314/grading.htm for details):
A: Performance of the student has been of the highest level, showing sustained excellence in meeting
course responsibilities.
B: Performance of the student has been good, though not of the highest level.
C: Performance of the student has been adequate, satisfactorily meeting the course requirements.
D: Performance of the student has been less than adequate.
F: Performance of the student has been such that course requirements have not been met.
Grades for this class will be composed of the following parts
(see Appendix for details about these assignments)
20%
10%
5%
10%
5%
5%
5%

Attendance and Participation
Quizzes
Description Draft
Annotated Bibliography
Historical Context Summary Draft
Statement of Original Argument Draft
Motivated Description Draft
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5%
5%
5%
5%
20%

Object/History Paragraph Drafts
Compare and Contrast Draft
Introduction Draft
Conclusion Draft
Final Paper

I will provide rubrics for each assignment for use when self-assessing, peer reviewing, and grading to
assure transparency of expectation and grading methods.
Attendance and Class Participation (20%)
Serves Course Goals I, II, & III: Students are allowed to miss two class meetings with no questions
asked. Additional absences may be excused but will require prior arrangement and further discussion of
extenuating circumstances. Each session will begin and end with brief quizzes. While these will be graded
separately for content retention, they will also be used to indicate that students were not only present in
class but stayed for the duration of the session. Students are also required to actively contribute to class
activities each meeting and turn in related materials to help me assess student participation throughout the
term. Please note that attendance and participation constitute a significant portion of your final grade, so I
encourage you to be fully present and engaged each class.
Quizzes (10%)
Serves Course Goals I & II: There are no exams in this course. Instead, students will be quizzed at the
start of each class session on two images from the prior session. Students will be asked to identify the full
title of each image, artist, date it was created (within five years), and materials used. Additionally, to
measure students’ understanding of topics covered in class, I end each session by asking students to
identify a primary work of art from class, note its historical context, list three elements within the work
that link the two, and identify any aspects of the course material that are unclear or need further
explanation.
Description Draft (5%) – Due: Week 3
Serves Course Goal I: Draft a careful and engaging written description of an object that is directly related
to the course material to use as the subject of your longer research paper. Write a page-long description of
the object that avoids analysis. Students will pair up to assess the thoroughness of their descriptions. Each
will draw the other’s object using only the information given in the description and the resulting drawing
will show the author what stands out in their description and what is missing. I will collect both these
descriptions and drawings.
Annotated Bibliography (10%) – Due: Week 4
Serves Course Goals II & III: Develop an annotated bibliography of materials that inform your
understanding of the historical context of your image. Use the library and library website to gather and
briefly summarize three to five scholarly sources that you will use to draft your historical context section
of your paper. Students will turn in their annotated bibliography for feedback from me on the
appropriateness of the historical moments they have identified and the quality of their sources.
Historical Context Summary (5%) – Due: Week 5
Serves Course Goals II & III: Formulate a one-page summary of the historical context of this work.
Expand the annotations from the annotated bibliography assignment to draft a summary of the most
important aspects of the historical context within which this work was produced. Students will peer
review these summaries according to a provided rubric and I will collect student feedback.
Statement of Original Argument Draft (5%) – Due: Week 6
Serves Course Goals I, II, & III: Construct an original argument for the significance of a particular work
of modern or contemporary American art within its historical moment. I will provide an in-class
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argumentation workshop with explanation of what a thesis statement/argument is and a step-by-step
procedure for drafting your argument. I will give feedback on each of these arguments.
Motivated Description (10%) – Due: Week 7
Serves Course Goals I & III: Modify the description to produce a “motivated description” that supports
your argument. Revise the description written earlier to focus on elements in the work that are directly
tied to the historical context you identify such that your description sets up your defense of your
argument. Students will complete self-assessments comparing the progression of their descriptions
between the first assignment and this one and identifying three aspects of a historical moment that are
visible in the description. I will collect these self-assessments and provide a rubric for completing for
them to follow in making this self-assessment.
Object/History Paragraph Drafts (5%) – Due: Week 10
Serves Course Goals II & III: Write three pages linking your historical context to the object through
specific details in the work. Write one paragraph for a single element you identified in your description—
explaining how each element specifically links to the historical context (one page each). I will provide a
rubric for completing/grading this assignment before it is due and offer feedback with strengths and room
for improvement based on that rubric.
Compare and Contrast Draft (5%) – Due: Week 12
Serves Course Goals I & III: Prepare two pages comparing and contrasting the object you chose with
another object from the same time and place. Compare and contrast the object you chose with another
object from the same period identifying three points of similarity and three points of difference between
the two that enhance your argument. Students will conduct peer reviews of this assignment in pairs.
Readers will identify the three points of comparison/contrast for the author for clarity, identify three
strengths in the piece and three places for improvement. I will collect student feedback and provide a
rubric for peer reviewers to follow.
Introduction Draft (5%) – Due: Week 13
Serves Course Goas II &l III
Compose a sentence that will create a “hook” that will begin your essay and build an introductory
paragraph that ends with your thesis statement/argument. In class workshop on how to come up with a
“hook” that could be a question, an anecdote, etc. and step-by-step procedure for drafting an introduction
paragraph that ends with their thesis statement. Students will conduct self-assessments by comparing their
introductory paragraphs with examples from scholarly texts provided. I will collect these self-assessments
and provide a rubric for completing them.
Conclusion Draft (5%) – Due: Week 14
Serves Course Goals II & III
Hypothesize in a concluding paragraph that extends beyond your argument to include how the work of art
is still relevant in the contemporary moment. Look to reports of current events to link the historical
context of your object to the present moment and briefly reference elements in your object that could
make it important to contemporary times. Students will conduct self-assessments by comparing their
introductory paragraphs with examples from scholarly texts provided. I will collect these self-assessments
and provide a rubric for completing them.
Final Paper (20%) – Due: Week 16
Serves Course Goals I, II, & III
Integrate your revised motivated descriptions, arguments, historical summaries, explanatory paragraphs,
comparisons, and introductions and conclusions to create an argument- and research-driven research
paper of roughly eight pages, crafted with careful attention to the formal qualities of a work and the
historical context. I will provide a rubric for completing/grading this assignment before it is due. While
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my assessments of previous assignments will be formative, my assessment of these final papers will be
summative and will reflect student’s responses to previous feedback.
Late Work Policy
Because each assignment in this course builds on the next and because we will spend class time
workshopping and responding to some of them, it is important to turn assignments on time. However, I
can think of many reasons why your homework might be submitted late. For these reasons, you are
allowed three “late days” for your assignments. In other words, there would be no penalty if you
submitted one of the assignments three days late, one assignment two days late and another one a day late,
or three assignments one day late. After those three “late days” are used, you will be docked on the
following system:
1 day late: 20% of the maximum allowable marks
2 days late: 40% of the maximum allowable marks
3 days late: 60% of the maximum allowable marks
Incomplete Course Grades
A grade of “I” (Incomplete) may be granted in cases in which a student has requested an 'I' before the last
class and satisfactorily completed a substantial part of the coursework. Incomplete grades are not always
granted, and, if granted, the deadline for submission of work may be less than one year.
Revision of Final Course Grades
End-term grades may be revised only under specific circumstances, when the revision is due to a
computational error, or when submitted work was unintentionally overlooked. A grade cannot be changed
due to a revised assessment or on the basis of new work submitted (e.g., a new exam or additional work
completed after the end of the term).
Course Schedule:
This is the current schedule for this course this term. I intend to follow it throughout the term and hope to
limit changes as much as possible to respect your time and planning. However, I also feel it is important
to be adaptable to new information and unforeseen student needs as the term progresses, so this schedule
is subject to change with advance notice. Having assigned a significant number of readings for each week,
asterisks (*) mark the texts that I would like you to prioritize and read through carefully following the
guide to “The Slow Read” provided in the Learning Toolbox at the end of this syllabus. I invite you to
follow the guide to “The Skim” on the Learning Toolkit for reviewing the remaining texts more quickly.
The contents of all readings will be discussed in class.
Week 1, Class 1: Introduction to looking at art
*Gombrich, EA. “The Analysis of Vision in Art.” In Art & Illusion: Eleventh Edition, 291-329.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000.
*Mitchell, WJT. “What Do Pictures Want?.” In What Do Pictures Want?, 28-56. Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2005.
Week 1, Class 2: American Art Before 1945
Dickerman, Leah. “Fighting Blues.” In Jacob Lawrence: The Migration Series, 11-31. New York:
Museum of Modern Art, 2015.
*Indych-López, Anna. “The Circulation of Mexican Muralism in the United States.” In Muralism
without Walls: Rivera, Orozco, and Siqueiros in the United States, 1927–1940, 1-12.
Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2009.
*Meyer, Richard. “A Different American Scene.” In Outlaw Representation: Censorship &
Homosexuality in Twentieth-Century American Art, 33-93. Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2002.
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Primary Objects:
José Clemente Orozco, Epic of American Civilization murals: “Anglo-America,” “HispanoAmerica,” and “Gods of the Modern World” Baker Library, Dartmouth College
(1934)
Paul Cadmus, Fleet’s In! (1934)
Jacob Lawrence, Migration Series, Panel 23: The Migration Spread (1940-41)
Week 2, Class 1: Postwar American Modernism
Lyford, Amy. "Noguchi, Sculptural Abstraction, and the Politics of Japanese American
Internment." The Art Bulletin 85, no. 1 (2003): 137-51.
*Winther-Tamaki, Bert. “The Japanese Margins of American Abstract Expressionism.” In Art in the
Encounter of Nations: Japanese and American Artists in the Early Postwar Years, 19-66.
University of Hawai’i Press, 2001
Wang, Shipu. “Painting American.” In Becoming American? The Art and Identity Crisis of Yasuo
Kuniyoshi, 25-45. University of Hawaii Press, 2011.
Primary Objects:
Isamu Noguchi, Kouros (1945)
Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Fakirs (1951)
Week 2, Class 1: Library Visit - Research Methods Scavenger Hunt
Week 3, Class 1: Abstract Expressionism I
Doss, Erika Lee. “From Regionalism to Abstract Expressionism: Modern Art and Consensus Politics
in Postwar America” in Benton, Pollock, and the Politics of Modernism: From Regionalism
to Abstract Expressionism, 311-362. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991.
*Greenberg, Clement. “Towards a Newer Laocoon,” in Pollock and After: The Critical Debate,
edited by Francis Frascina, 60-71. 2nd ed. London: Routledge, 2000. (Originally published
Partisan Review, July-August 1940)
*Gibson, Ann. “Painting through Primitivism,” in Abstract Expressionism: Other Politics, 114-133.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999.
Primary Objects:
Jackson Pollock, The She-Wolf (1943)
Harlan Jackson, Untitled (1946)
Jackson Pollock, Full Fathom Five (1947)
Week 3, Class 2: Abstract Expressionism II
*Gibson, Ann. “Lee Krasner and Women’s Innovations in American Abstract Painting.” Women’s Art
Journal 28 (Fall-Winter 2007): 11-19.
* Schumacher, Bett. “The Woman Problem: Gender Displacement in the Art of Helen
Frankenthaler,” Woman’s Art Journal 32 (Fall/Winter 2010): 12-21
Metzger, Cyle. “Envisioning Non-Binary Gender: The Art of Forrest Bess,” Archives of American Art
Journal 61, no. 1 (forthcoming Spring 2022), 1-18.
Primary Objects:
Lee Krasner, Untitled (1949)
Helen Frankenthaler, Eden (1956)
Forrest Bess, The Hermaphrodite (1957)
à Description Assignment Due
Week 4, Class 1: Black Paintings
*Moten, Fred. “The Case of Blackness,” Criticism 50:2 (Spring 2008): 177–218
Gibson, Ann. “Black is a Color: Norman Lewis and Modernism in New York.” In Norman Lewis:
black paintings 1946-1977, 11-30. New York: Studio Museum in Harlem, 1998.
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Reinhardt, Ad. “The Artist in Search of an Academy.” College Art Journal 12 (Spring 1953): 249-51
Reinhardt, Ad. “The Artist in Search of an Academy. Part Two: Who Are the Artists?” College Art
Journal 13 (Summer 1954): 314-15
*Bois, Yve-Alain. “What Is There to See? On a Painting by Ad Reinhardt,” MoMA 8 (Summer
1991): 2-3
Primary Objects:
Norman Lewis, Title Unknown (March on Washington)(1965)
Norman Lewis, Untitled (Alabama)(1967)
Ad Reinhardt, Abstract Painting (1966)
Week 4, Class 2: Assemblage
Katz, Jonathan D. "Committing the Perfect Crime: Sexuality, Assemblage, and the Postmodern Turn
in American Art.” Art Journal 67 (2008): 39-53.
Krauss, Rosalind. “Jasper Johns: The Functions of Irony,” October 2 (1976): 91-99.
*Steinberg, Leo. “Other Criteria.” In Other Criteria: Confrontations with Twentieth-Century Art, 5592. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972.
Primary Objects:
Robert Rauschenberg, Bed (1955)
Jasper Johns, Target with Plaster Casts (1955)
Jasper Johns, The Critic Sees (1961)
à Annotated Bibliography Due
Week 5, Class 1: Pop Art
*Alloway, Lawrence. "Popular Culture and Pop Art" in Pop Art: A Critical History, 167-174.
Lippard, Lucy. “New York Pop.” In Pop Art, 69-139. London: Thames and Hudson, 1966.
*Wagner, Anne. “Warhol Paints History, or Race in America.” Representations 55 (Summer 1996):
98–119.
Primary Objects:
Roy Lichtenstein, Look Mickey (1961)
Andy Warhol, Birmingham Race Riot (1964)
Robert Indiana, Alabama (1965)
Week 5, Class 2: Argumentation Workshop
à Historical Context Summary Due
Week 6, Class 1: Minimalism
*Chave, Anna C. "Minimalism and Biography." The Art Bulletin 82, no. 1 (2000): 149-63.
*Judd, Donald. “Specific Objects.” In Art in Theory 1900-1990: An Anthology of Changing Ideas,
809-813.Oxford and Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1992.
*Morris, Robert. “Notes on Sculpture.” Artforum 4, no. 6 (February 1966): 42-44.
*Sheck, Laurie. "Notes on Agnes Martin." BOMB, no. 97 (2006): 100-01.
Primary Objects:
Agnes Martin, Tremolo (1962)
Installation view of the exhibition "Primary Structures" at the Jewish Museum in NYC, 1966:
works by Donald Judd (left side) and Robert Morris (right side)
Carmen Herrera, Blanco y Verde (1966)
Eva Hesse, Accession II (1967)
Week 6, Class 2: Sculpture
Irbouh, Hamid. “Melvin Edwards’ Lynch Fragments: Negritude and the Battle for Civil Rights in
America.” In Melvin Edwards: Lynch Fragments, 30-42. Brazil: MASP, 2019.
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Rose, Barbara. "On Mark Di Suvero: Sculpture outside Walls." Art Journal 35, no. 2 (1975): 118-25.
*Krauss, Rosalind. "Sculpture in the Expanded Field." October 8 (1979): 31-44.
Primary Objects:
Melvin Edwards, Some Bright Morning (Lynch Fragment) (1963)
Mark di Suvero, Mother Peace (1969-1970)
Mary Miss, Perimeters/Pavillions/Decoys (1978)
à Statement of Original Argument Draft Due
Week 7: Class 1: Fluxus
Cassel Oliver, Valerie. “The Curious Case of Benjamin Patterson.” Benjamin Patterson: Born in the
State of Flux/us, edited by Valerie Cassel Oliver, 16-33. Houston: Contemporary Arts
Museum Houston, 2011.
*Phillpot, Clive. “Fluxus: Magazines, Manifestos, Multum in Parvo.” George Maciunas Foundation,
Inc. http://georgemaciunas.com/about/cv/manifesto-i/
Yoshimoto, Midori. “The Message is the Medium: The Communication Art of Yoko Ono.” In Into
Performance: Japanese Women Artists in New York, 79-115. New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers
University Press, 2005.
*Fluxus Manifesto, MoMA https://www.moma.org/collection/works/127947
Primary Objects:
Benjamin Patterson, Paper Piece (1961)
George Maciunas, Five Scores (1962)
Yoko Ono, Cut Piece (1965)
Week 7, Class 2: The Black Aesthetic and AFRICOBRA
Cahan, Susan. “Epilogue.” In Mounting Frustration: The Art Museum in the Age of Black Power,
253-267. Durham: Duke University Press, 2016.
*Berger, Martin. “Race, Visuality, and History,” American Art 24, no. 2 (Summer 2010): 94-99
Berger, Maurice. “In Our Lives We are Whole: The Pictures of Everyday Life,” in For All the World
to See: Visual Culture and the Struggle for Civil Rights, 162-179. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2010.
*Jarrell, Wadsworth. “A Visual Art Proposal.” In AFRICOBRA: Experimental Art toward a School of
Thought, 91-108. Durham: Duke University Press, 2020.
Primary Objects:
Ernest C. Withers, “I Am A Man, Sanitation Workers Assemble Outside Clayborn Temple,
Memphis, TN” (1968)
Wadsworth Jarrell, Revolutionary (Angela Davis) (1971)
Barbara Jones-Hogu, Unite (1971)
Jan van Raay, “Faith Ringgold (right) and Michele Wallace (middle) at Art Workers
Coalition Protest, Whitney Museum” (1970)
à Motivated Description Due
Week 8: No Class – Mid-term Break
Week 9, Class 1: The Gay Liberation Movement
Saslow, James. “Closets in the Museum.” In Lavender Culture, edited by Karla Jay and Allen Young,
215-229. New York: New York University Press, 1994.
Truscott IV, Lucian K. “Gay Power Comes to Sheridan Square.” In Art and Queer Culture, edited by
Richard Meyer and Catherine Lord, 309-310. London: Phaidon, 2013.
Radicalesbians, “The Woman Identified Woman, In Art and Queer Culture, edited by Richard Meyer
and Catherine Lord, 310-311. London: Phaidon, 2013.
Primary Objects:
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Diana Davies, Donna Gottschalk Holds Poster at Christopher Street Gay Liberation Day
Parade, New York (1970)
Hal Fischer, Gay Semiotics (1977)
Joan E. Biren (JEB), Priscilla and Regina, Brooklyn, NY, 1979 (1979)
Harmony Hammond, Hunkertime (1979-1980)
Week 9, Class 2: Asian American Movement
Burns, Lucy Mae San Pablo. “The Art of the Asian American Movement’s Social Protest
Performance.” The Cambridge History of Asian American Literature, 237-253. Cambridge
University Press, December 2015.
*Kim, Elaine. “Defining Asian American Realities through Literature,” Cultural
Critique 6 (1987): 87-111.
Primary Objects:
Community activist Mike Murase at the first Asian American anti-war rally in Los Angeles,
Asian Pacific American Photographic Collection Visual Communications Archives
(1970)
Courtesy: Jeff Chop, 4699/1971-Year of the People (1970)
Courtesy: Phillis Chu, Is it true what they do to people who look like me? (ca. 1970)
Week 10, Class 1: Chicanx Art Movement
Gunckel, Colin. “Art and Community in East L.A.: Self Help Graphics & Art from the Archive
Room.” Aztlán: A Journal of Chicano Studies, 36, no. 2 (Fall 2011): 157-170.
*McCaughan, Edward J. “Queer Subversions in Mexican and Chicana/o Art Activism.” Agenda 28,
no.4 (2014): 108–117.
*Brookman, Philip. “Looking for Alternatives: Notes on Chicano Art, 1960-1990.” In Chicano and
Chicana Art: A Critical Anthology, 19-29. Durham: Duke University Press, 2019.
Selection from the Axis Mundo Catalog TBA
Primary Objects:
Chicano Art Center Installation Image (1969)
Mundo Meza, Sweet (1975)
Judy Baca, The Great Wall of Los Angeles (1978-83)
Week 10, Class 2: The Feminist Art Movement
Stevens, May. “Taking Art to the Revolution.” Heresies no. 9 (1980): 40-43.
*Owens, Craig. “The Discourse of Others.” In Beyond Recognition, 166-190. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1992.
*Piper, Adrian. “The Triple Negation of Colored Women Artists.” In Next Generation: Southern
Black Aesthetic, 15-22. Winston-Salem, NC: Southeastern Center for Contemporary Art,
1990.
Tanya Sheehan, “Faith Ringgold: Forging Freedom and Declaring Independence.” In A Declaration
of Independence: 50 Years of Art by Faith Ringgold, edited by Judith K. Brodsky and Ferris
Olin, 3-12. New Brunswick: Institute for Women and Art, Rutgers, The State University of
New Jersey, 2009.
Primary Objects:
Miriam Schapiro and Judy Chicago, Woman House (1972)
Faith Ringgold, For the Women’s House (1971(
Adrian Piper, Catalysis III (1970)
Eleanor Antin, Carving a Traditional Sculpture (1972)
Carolee Schneemann, Interior Scroll (1973)
à Object/History Paragraph Drafts Due
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Week 11, Class 1: Postmodernism
*Crimp, “Pictures,” October, no. 8 (Spring 1979): 75-88.
*Krauss, Rosalind. "Video: The Aesthetics of Narcissism." October no. 1 (1976): 51-64.
Park, Charles. "A Poor Man from a Poor Country: Nam June Paik, TV-Buddha, and the TechnoOrientalist Lens." In Techno-Orientalism: Imagining Asia in Speculative Fiction, History,
and Media, edited by Roh David S., Huang Betsy, and Niu Greta A., 209-20. Rutgers
University Press, 2015.
Primary Objects:
Cindy Sherman, Untitled Film Still #10 (1978)
Howardena Pindell, Free, White and 21 (1980)
Nam Jun Paik, Zen for TV (1976)
Week 11, Class 2: Art and AIDS Activism
Meyer, Richard. “Vanishing Points: Art, AIDS, and the Problem of Visibility.” In Outlaw
Representation: Censorship and Homosexuality in Twentieth-Century American Art, 225275. Boston: Beacon Press, 2002.
*Crimp, Douglas. “AIDS: Cultural Analysis/Cultural Activism.” In Melancholia and Moralism, 2743. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2002.
Primary Objects:
David Wojnarowicz, Wind (for Peter Hujar) (1987)
ACT UP (Gran Fury), Let the Record Show (1987)
Gran Fury, Kissing Doesn’t Kill, New York City (1989)
Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Untitled (Ross in LA) (1992)
Week 12, Class 1: The Culture Wars
Bolton, Richard. “Introduction.” In Culture Wars: Documents from the Recent Controversies in the
Arts, edited by Richard Bolton, 3-26. New York: New Press, 1992.
*Boime, Albert. "Waving the Red Flag and Reconstituting Old Glory." Smithsonian Studies in
American Art 4, no. 2 (1990): 3-25.
*Hess, Elizabeth. “Capture the Flag”, The Village Voice (New York, NY), April 4, 1989.
Primary Objects:
Andres Serrano, Piss Christ (1987)
Robert Mapplethorpe
Dread Scott, What is the Proper Way to Display a US Flag? (1989)
David Hammons, African American Flag (1990)
Jean-Michel Basquiat’s Untitled (Flag) (1979-80)
Week 12, Class 2: Museum as Subject
*Lisa G. Corrin, “Mining the Museum: Artists Look at Museums, Museums Look at Themselves,” in
Fred Wilson, Mining the Museum: An Installation (New York: W. W. Norton, 1994), 1-22.
Fusco, Coco. “The Other History of Intercultural Performance.” The Drama Review 38, no. 1 (1994):
143–167.
*Dubin, Steven. “Museums as Contested Sites.” In Displays of Power: Memory and Amnesia in the
American Museum, 1-17. New York: New York University Press, 1999.
Primary Objects:
Hans Haacke, MoMA Poll (1970)
James Luna, Artifact Piece (1987)
Andrea Fraser, Museum Highlights: A Gallery Talk (1989)
Fred Wilson, Mining the Museum (1992)
Coco Fusco and Guillermo Gómez-Peña, Couple in the Cage (1993)
à Compare and Contrast Draft Due
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Week 13, Class 1: Museum Visit – TBA
Week 13, Class 2: Come as You Are: Art of the 1990s (Montclair Art Museum, 2016)
*Campbell, Andy. “Come as You Are: Art of the 1990s.” CAA Reviews, September 28, 2017.
*Schwartz, Alexandria. “Chaotic Input: Art in the United States: 1989-2001” In Come as You Are:
Art of the 1990s, 9-25. University of California Press, 2014.
Primary Objects:
Catherine Opie, Self Portrait/Cutting (1993)
Rirkrit Tiravanija, Untitled (Pad-See-Ew) (1990/2002)
Carrie Mae Weems, Not Manet’s Type (1997)
William Pope.L, Sweet Desire a.k.a. Burial Piece (1996)
à Introduction Draft Due
Week 14, Class 1: Our America: The Latino Presence in American Art (Smithsonian American Art
Museum, 2013)
*Kennicott, Philip. “Art Review: ‘Our America’ at the Smithsonian,” The Washington Post, October
25, 2013.
*Kennicott, Philip. “Alex Rivera, Philip Kennicott debate Washington Post review of ‘Our
America’.” The Washington Post. November 1, 2013
*Ramos, E. Carmen. "The Latino Presence in American Art." American Art 26, no. 2 (2012): 7-13.
Primary Objects:
Melesio Casas, Humanscape 62 (1970)
Ester Hernandez, Sun Mad (1982)
Jesús Moroles, Granite Weaving (1988)
Christina Fernandez, Maria’s Great Expedition (1995-96)
Week 14, Class 2: Student Paper Peer Review Session
à Conclusion Draft Due
Week 15, Class 1: Third Mind: American Artists Contemplate Asia, 1860-1989 (Queens Museum of
Art, 2009)
*Pearlman, Ellen. “The Third Mind—American Artists Contemplate Asia, 1860-1989.” The Brooklyn
Rail. March, 2009. https://brooklynrail.org/2009/03/artseen/the-third-mindamerican-artistscontemplate-asia-1860-1989
*Cotter, Holland. “Gaze East and Dream.” New York Times. January 29, 2009.
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/01/30/arts/design/30mind.html
Primary Objects:
Tehching Hsieh, One Year Performance (1980-81)
Roger Shimomura, Untitled Suite (Marilyn/Crayon, Liz/Lipstick, Liz/Hand, Marilyn/Wrench)
(1987-88)
John Cage, Where R=Ryoanji (3R/17) (1992)
Week 15, Class 2: Freestyle (Studio Museum-Harlem, 2001)
Gaskins, Nettrice. “Polyculturalist Visions, New Frameworks of Representation: Multiculturalism
and the American Culture Wars.” Art21 Magazine. January 17, 2017.
http://magazine.art21.org/2017/01/17/polyculturalist-visions-new-frameworks-ofrepresentation-multiculturalism-and-the-american-culture-wars/#.XzbqT5NKhhE
*Dalton, Karen, Michael Harris, and Lowery Sims, “The Past is Prologue but Is Parody and Pastiche
Progress? A Conversation,” International Review of African American Art 14, no. 3 (1997):
17-30
*West, Cornel. “The New Cultural Politics of Difference.” October 53 (1990): 93-109.
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Primary Objects:
Kerry James Marshall, Better Homes, Better Gardens (1994-95)
Glenn Ligon, To Disembark (1993)
Laylah Ali, Untitled (Greenheads) (1999)
Rico Gatson, Picket Cage (1999/2011)
Julie Mehretu, Untitled 2 (1999)
Week 16, Class 1: Stands with a Fist: Contemporary Native Women Artists (IAIA Museum of
Contemporary Native Arts (MoCNA), 2013)
*Farris, Phoebe. "Contemporary Native American Women Artists: Visual Expressions of Feminism,
the Environment, and Identity." Feminist Studies 31, no. 1 (2005): 95-109.
Fisher, Jean. "In Search of the "Inauthentic": Disturbing Signs in Contemporary Native American
Art." Art Journal 51, no. 3 (1992): 44-50. Accessed August 19, 2020.
*Rushing, W. Jackson. "Critical Issues in Recent Native American Art." Art Journal 51, no. 3 (1992):
6-14.
Primary Objects
TC Cannon, Two Guns Arikara (1974-1977)
Natalie Ball, Dancers Ka-ko-ls (2009)
Merritt Johnson, Prayer Mask, Contemporary (2017)
Week 16, Class 2: Outliers and American Vanguard Art (National Gallery of Art, 2018)
à Final Paper Due
Learning Toolbox
The materials below are offered to support you as you engage with the course material. Whether you
consider yourself a seasoned reader of complex texts or new to this kind of material, this material will
provide helpful guides to reading efficiently. I use them regularly to refresh my own methods.
Strategies for Looking at Objects
Looking at objects is the foundational activity for this course. Without knowing it, most of us jump to
analysis before we have even noticed all that is in the work. The following list will give you elements to
take note of as you are first looking at a work of art. These strategies are written to apply to both two- and
three-dimensional works:
-

Pay attention to color: not just the hues (or the names) of colors that you see, but also their
saturation (how vivid or rich they are) and their value (how light or dark they are).
Examine the arrangement of elements within the work: is the composition dense or dispersed?
Does it change from one area to another?
Observe the depth of space in the work: does the work press into the space of the viewer or seem to
fall into a deep space of its own? Somewhere in between?
Note scale: how does the size this piece compare to your own body? To other works?

Framing Questions for Readings
In this course, you will be reading texts that make arguments about art, history, and theory. In order to
develop your ability to understand these texts, I suggest you start with the following three questions in
mind:
1. What is the problem, concept, or question the text is addressing?
2. What is the central argument or position?
3. How is the text is making that argument? How is the text persuading you or making its case? By
analogy, by exposing a contradiction, by telling a story, by bringing up an empirical example, by
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writing from a particular location, and so on? Keep in mind that an argument may not be presented as
a series of logical propositions, but instead may take the form of a narrative, be embodied in the style
of writing, or be an explication of a world view or system of thinking.
Concrete Strategies for Reading Difficult Texts
(adapted from Dr. Caleb McDaniel, Rice University)
The Skim
1. Always “pre-read” by skimming the titles, both for the whole work and for sections. When
authors choose titles, they are attempting to do your work as a skimmer for you. Titles, ideally, boil
down crucial concepts into brief phrases, and they can give important clues about a work’s argument.
You should therefore look for keywords in the title. Then, while you are skimming, you can pay
special attention to the parts of the work that bear directly on those keywords.
2. Look for main points “early” or “late.” Williams’ book on Style encourages writers to place their
main points either at the beginning of works or at the end, because this is where readers tend to look
for them. He’s right, and this is where skimmers should go for quick ideas about the main point of a
book or article. The main points of a book can usually be found in the introduction or conclusion.
Likewise, the main points of a chapter are usually at the beginning or the end. In fact, the same is true
even of smaller sections in a chapter. The same is even true of paragraphs. If a writer is doing his or
her job well, you will not find the most important points of a paragraph buried in the middle. You will
find them in the two or three sentences that come at the beginning or the end.
3. Do not get hung up on things you do not understand. In tackling a difficult book for the first time,
read it through without ever stopping to look up or ponder the things that you do not understand right
away. Pay attention to what you can understand and do not be stopped by what you cannot
immediately grasp. Go right on reading past the point where you have difficulties in understanding,
and you will soon come to things you do understand. Concentrate on these. Keep on in this way. Read
the book through, undeterred and undismayed by the paragraphs, footnotes, comments, and references
that escape you. If you let yourself get stalled, if you allow yourself to be tripped up by any one of
these stumbling blocks, you are lost. In most cases, you will not be able to puzzle the thing out by
sticking to it. You will have a much better chance of understanding it on a second reading, but that
requires you to have read the book through at least once. [From How to Read a Book, pp. 36-7.]
The Slow Read… The slow-read is probably the most straightforward and familiar stage of reading.
Three words sum up the basic point: Read the text. But as you read, you should practice several good
reading habits:
1. Be on the look-out for reasons and evidence. In the skimming stage you began to identify the main
points of the text. Now you will want to identify the reasons, arguments, and evidence the author
gives for why you should accept those main points as true.
2. Ask yourself questions about the author’s reasons and evidence. Are there arguments you find
suspect? Evidence you expected to be shown that the author is not including? Questions you have
about whether a particular piece of evidence is representative or anomalous? Mistakes you see in an
author’s logical leaps?
3. Selectively annotate the text with marginal notes or highlights. The main thing you will want to
note are points where you think the author’s arguments are particularly strong or particularly weak.
These are the parts of the text you will be most interested in returning to once you begin to evaluate
the work as a whole. Do not highlight excessively. If you do, you will have undermined the point of
highlighting in the first place: you want to emphasize only those lines or paragraphs that struck you as
most crucial to the author’s argument.
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4. Pause at the end of each section to review and jot notes. Instead of taking exhaustive notes as you
read, pause after each chapter or main section to write down a few reactions and record the questions
you have been asking.
Note-Taking Strategies
1. Keep track of page numbers by writing them in the left margin next to each note.
2. “A” for Argument: Record short quote from the text that demonstrates the text’s main claim(s) with a
1 sentence summary of the argument.
3. “E” for Evidence: Note each piece of evidence that the author gives for their argument and
summarize why (this can appear in many forms, but usually includes the examples and case studies
that the author might use in constructing or supporting their argument)
4. “T” for Terms: Note and define key terms that the author uses or invents in relation to their main
argument (sometimes these are italicized or in “quotes” but not always) and rewrite in your own
words below.
Example:
Eve Sedgwick, “Queer and Now” in Tendencies
T: Queer
“That's one of the things that "queer" can refer to: the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps,
dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning when the constituent elements of
anyone's gender, of anyone's sexuality aren't made (or can't be made) to signify monolithically.”
In other words: Queer is not a stable thing, but describes things that are hard to fit into typical
categories
5. “?” for Confusing Passages: Note passages that you don’t feel like you fully understood and would
like to discuss in class
6. “!” for Surprising or Interesting Passages: Note identifies passages that surprised you and you would
like to discuss in class
7. “X” for Disagreement: this identifies passages that you disagree with or passages that you would like
to challenge in class
8. Any other quotes: Note other short quotes that grab your attention while you read along with brief
explanations of why those quotes are important to you.
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